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rom the minute you rap on the Victorian door knocker and step
inside this side-street school in Shoreditch, it’s as if you’ve
been invited into a family home. Lead tutor John Benbow
beckons new arrivals through to a Moroccan lounge-style reception
area to meet the class, before guiding everyone downstairs to the
quaintest cookery school kitchen ever seen: spice jars cluster in
cubby holes, utensils dangle from its sloped ceilings and the long
oak table is furnished with little camping stove cookers. There’s even
a denim pinny waiting at each station.
We’re here to master Spanish tapas, so sous-chef Sage Russell
begins with a lowdown on a few key ingredients: ‘Sherry, capers,
paprika, olives and red pepper – if you understand them, you
understand tapas.’ True to his word, the dishes covered include a
hefty quantity of each. Chicken and fish stock for paella already on
the go, we work in groups to stuff meaty green olives with Manchego
cheese, coat them in breadcrumbs, deep-fry and drizzle with honey.
It’s a mouthful of contrasts – salt, sweet, hot, cold – and it’s a winner.
Next we shell and grill plump king prawns (reserving the heads for
yet another paella stock), and pair them with a classic Romesco
sauce: a blend of pimento peppers, tomatoes, garlic, olive oil, white
wine, blanched almonds and punchy red wine vinegar – so delicious
that it’s tempting to eat it by the spoonful (which some of us do).
By mid-morning there’s plenty of wine swirling round, heightening
the already merry atmosphere. ‘We rarely make it past noon before

popping the cork,’ shouts John over the sizzle of onions. ‘This is a
taste of Spain after all.’ To the onion we add black lentils, chorizo,
peppers and chicken stock to create a dense lentil stew. We pan-fry
sea bass (while John and Sage parade the table, ensuring no one
meddles too much with the fish, which would prevent it crisping up)
and lay the fillets on a bed of capers and roasted red peppers.
Glasses topped up, we settle down for our second course.
No tapas tutorial would feel quite right without a drilling in paella.
Once we’ve taken the beards off the mussels and checked for life (if
they don’t close up after a good whack on the side of the pan,
they’re no good) they’re steamed with sherry and set aside. Squid
de-beaked (one of the best things about this class is learning how to
handle seafood properly), we fry calamari with the usual suspects –
pepper, onion, tomatoes, paprika – and add a pinch of saffron. By
the time rice is added, the kitchen is filled with wine-fuelled chatter
– and the most incredible aroma. There could not be a more sociable
course for budding cooks. £115. JB. foodat52.co.uk

Deli of the month…
Drewton’s Farm Shop
East Yorkshire

From locally smoked gammon joints to
the deep-filled steak pies (accompanied
by heavy tubs of extra onion gravy,
naturally), everything about this South
Cave deli shouts Yorkshire. Owner Katie
Taylor sources nearly all her produce
from local suppliers (the likes of buffalo,
kangaroo and crocodile steak come
from further afield). Floral set honey
hails from the Drewton Estate itself;
game such as venison, hare and quail
from neighbouring farms; smoked garlic
chipotle from The Chilli Jam Man in
Malton; and home-pressed dry cider
from Moorlands Farm in York. With

holiday cottages scattered about the
1,200 acres of land, much of the
farm shop’s offerings are snatched up
early in the day by residential guests.
Pass by before lunch to be in with a
chance of swiping a chunky slab of
white chocolate and beetroot cake to
follow your roast beef and Jervaulx
blue cheese doorstop sandwich.
The decent wine cellar here can turn
a quick visit into a whole-day affair –
an afternoon tasting finishes in good
time for an evening hog roast, held in
the courtyard throughout spring and
summer. JB. drewtons.co.uk
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